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Summary/Conclusion

�2

• Complete scattered light sample of 44 Herbig and T-Tarui disks at 
variety of evolutionary states with Gemini Planet Imager (GPI). 

• Improvements to reducing polarization data from GPI. 
• Discovery of interesting disk features (spiral arms) around HD 34700 A 

(Monnier et al. 2019). 
• Irregular dust features around some of our sample targets along with  

strong Uφ flux (Laws et al. 2019). 
• Currently working on modeling the sample with MCRT code TORUS
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Protoplanetary Disk: Evolution/Planet Formation
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AA49CH03-Williams ARI 14 July 2011 19:21
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Figure 6
The evolution of a typical disk. The gas distribution is shown in blue and the dust in red. (a) Early in its evolution, the disk loses mass
through accretion onto the star and far-UV (FUV) photoevaporation of the outer disk. (b) At the same time, grains grow into larger
bodies that settle to the mid-plane of the disk. (c) As the disk mass and accretion rate decrease, extreme-UV(EUV)-induced
photoevaporation becomes important; the outer disk is no longer able to resupply the inner disk with material, and the inner disk drains
on a viscous timescale (∼105 years). An inner hole is formed, accretion onto the star ceases, and the disk quickly dissipates from the
inside out. (d ) Once the remaining gas photoevaporates, the small grains are removed by radiation pressure and Poynting-Robertson
drag. Only large grains, planetesimals, and/or planets are left. This debris disk is very low mass and is not always detectable.

as a CTTS based on the presence of accretion indicators. Accretion may be variable on short
timescales, but shows a declining long-term trend.

At the same time, grains grow into larger bodies that settle onto the mid-plane of the disk,
where they can grow into rocks, planetesimals, and beyond. Accordingly, the scale height of the
dust decreases and the initially flared dusty disk becomes flatter (Figure 6b). This steepens the
slope of the mid- and far-IR SED as a smaller fraction of the stellar radiation is intercepted by
circumstellar dust (Dullemond & Dominik 2005). The near-IR fluxes remain mostly unchanged
because the inner disk stays optically thick and extends inward to the dust sublimation temperature.
The most noticeable SED change during this stage is seen in the decline of the (sub)millimeter
flux, which traces the decrease in the mass of millimeter- and smaller sized particles (Andrews &
Williams 2005, 2007a) (see Figure 7).

As disk mass and accretion rate decrease, energetic photons from the stellar chromosphere are
able to penetrate the inner disk and photoevaporation becomes important. When the accretion
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What remains to be answered about 
Protoplanetary disks?

• How common are complex scattered-light features within 20-100au of disks?

• Transition disks w/o planets?

• Do disks develop non-smooth structures with age?

• Can we solidify links between SED shape and disk characteristics, e.g., rings, spirals, etc.

�4

Need a uniform sample of Protoplanetary disks, especially for 
protoplantary disks around more massive disks.
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Team: 
• John Monnier (PI), Alicia Aarnio, Jaehan Bae, Tim Harries, Anna Laws, Benjamin 

Setterholm, Fred Adams, Sean Andrews, Doug Brenner, Nuria Calvet, Statia Cook, 
Catherine Espaillat, Alexandra Greenbaum, Lee Hartmann, Sasha Hinkley, Andrea Isella, 
Stefan Kraus, Melissa McClure, Chris Miller, Rebecca Oppenheimer, Laura Perez, David 
Wilner, Zhaohuan Zhu 

Survey Basics: 
• Expand sample to ~30 YSOs with range of disk properties 

• Do not focus ONLY of those with HUGE far-IR excesses. 
• Vast majority of targets are Herbig Ae/Be stars 

• Generate multi-wavelength follow-up, e.g. ALMA, SPHERE, SCExAO 
• Awarded 80 hours evenly spread over 2017A,B, 2018A,B
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Gemini - Large and Long Proposal 
"Scattered Light imaging of YSO's: Probing the Fundamental Stages of 

Planet Formation”
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Gemini-LIGHTS: 
Gemini Large Imaging with 
Gpi: Herbig/T-tauri Survey
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•Disks at a range of disk evolution stages.

•Bright enough to be observed with GPI

•If a Binary, cannot interfer with AO-loop 

•Close by to resolve disk (This was pre-
GAIA DR2)

•Primarily observed in J-band with some 
observations in H-band.
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Data Reduction: 
GRP (IDL) + Python
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• We primarily used the written GPI Reduction Pipeline (version 1.5) but 
implemented a python wrapper to speed up reductions and include:

• Removal of linear stellar/instrumental polarization

• Centering of stars with bright companions

• First version of GRP + python discussed in Laws et al. 2019  
(arxiv: 1911.04214)


• Full version to be discusses in upcoming paper and will  
be code available online.
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Data Reduction: 
Removing Stellar/Instrumental Polarization
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Irregular structures around pre-main-sequence stars 23

Figure 10. Comparison between Q� (top row) and U� (bottom row) images from the various stellar polarization subtraction
methods described in Appendix A for HD 45677 in J -band. The linear color scale is truncated to ±100 counts to highlight the
smaller changes between methods.

APPENDIX

A. DATA REDUCTION - STELLAR POLARIZATION SUBTRACTION

Unlike many other objects in the literature, the presented objects have strong U� structures. This appendix covers
the methods used to investigate whether the structures were physical or were introducted during the data reduction
process.
Initially we investigated whether some of the structure appeared due to an incorrect stellar polarization removal.

As well as modifying the sign of the observed structures, this can introduce a “background” signal in U� as seen in
Figure 10. Due to the way that U� is created (see Equations 1 & 2), adding a factor of total intensity I to Stokes
maps Q and U tends to move the background farther from zero. This appeared in our images as the map being split
into four squares - a butterfly pattern - with the two squares in opposite corners having positive signal and the other
two corners showing negative signal (in Figure 10 this appears as corners appearing strongly red or blue).
The method employed by the DRP (“pipeline correction” in Figure 10) involves subtracting a small fraction of total

intensity from the other Stokes cubes. The exact scaling factor is determined by considering the region covered by the
coronagraphic spot where no disk-related scattered light is expected (radius r<8pix for J and r<6pix for H ). In this
region we define two scaling factors:

fQ =
mean(Q)

mean(I)
(A1)

fU =
mean(U)

mean(I)
(A2)

These are used to define a new Q and U across the full maps, Q? and U?:

Q? = Q� I ⇥ fQ (A3)

U? = U � I ⇥ fU (A4)

This Q? and U? are used to create Q� and U� as in Equations 1 & 2. Using the default reduction recipes from the
GPI DRP did not successfully remove the background pattern in all cases, so another method was required.

Laws et al. 2019

Single Scatter

e.g. Multiple 
Scattering

arxiv: 1911.04214
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Data Reduction: Generalize 
Use the entire CCD
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Irregular structures around pre-main-sequence stars 23

Figure 10. Comparison between Q� (top row) and U� (bottom row) images from the various stellar polarization subtraction
methods described in Appendix A for HD 45677 in J -band. The linear color scale is truncated to ±100 counts to highlight the
smaller changes between methods.

APPENDIX

A. DATA REDUCTION - STELLAR POLARIZATION SUBTRACTION

Unlike many other objects in the literature, the presented objects have strong U� structures. This appendix covers
the methods used to investigate whether the structures were physical or were introducted during the data reduction
process.
Initially we investigated whether some of the structure appeared due to an incorrect stellar polarization removal.

As well as modifying the sign of the observed structures, this can introduce a “background” signal in U� as seen in
Figure 10. Due to the way that U� is created (see Equations 1 & 2), adding a factor of total intensity I to Stokes
maps Q and U tends to move the background farther from zero. This appeared in our images as the map being split
into four squares - a butterfly pattern - with the two squares in opposite corners having positive signal and the other
two corners showing negative signal (in Figure 10 this appears as corners appearing strongly red or blue).
The method employed by the DRP (“pipeline correction” in Figure 10) involves subtracting a small fraction of total

intensity from the other Stokes cubes. The exact scaling factor is determined by considering the region covered by the
coronagraphic spot where no disk-related scattered light is expected (radius r<8pix for J and r<6pix for H ). In this
region we define two scaling factors:

fQ =
mean(Q)

mean(I)
(A1)

fU =
mean(U)

mean(I)
(A2)

These are used to define a new Q and U across the full maps, Q? and U?:

Q? = Q� I ⇥ fQ (A3)

U? = U � I ⇥ fU (A4)

This Q? and U? are used to create Q� and U� as in Equations 1 & 2. Using the default reduction recipes from the
GPI DRP did not successfully remove the background pattern in all cases, so another method was required.

Laws et al. Example Disk strays into annulus region Bright companions

Mask out Disk using Qφ/I ratio

Mask out Binary

Mask out low SNR
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Data Reduction: 
True Center of the Star
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FU Ori Polarization Frame Mask
FU Ori Polarization Frame 

+ Mask + Companion Mask
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Gemini-LIGHTS: 
Entire Sample

Observations Completed 
44 Targets in Total

Observed in J- and/or H- 
bands
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44 Targets in Total

• 19 have bright companions

• 8 Rings

• 4 Spiral Arms
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Uφ Observations

•Many observations have significant 
Uφ flux.

•Suggests that these disks are 

optically thick, or have bright 
companions
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Well Sampled Survey of Different Evolutionary States of Disks

Full Disks

Transitional DisksDebris Disks
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Paper 1: Early GPI Science Results
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figures (see Figures 10 and 11) of our polarized intensity
Qr surface brightness maps without contours or distracting
labels.
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Figure 10. Polarized intensity Qr images of (left panel) HD144432 in H band and (right panel) HD150193 in J band. We present these images without contours to
aid researchers in comparing our results with multi-wavelength imaging data from other facilities—see Figure 2 for full details on the color table. The circle marks the
location and size of the coronagraphic spot used.

Figure 11. Polarized intensity Qr images of (left panel) HD163296 in J band and (right panel) HD169142 in J band. We present these images without contours to aid
researchers in comparing our results with multi-wavelength imaging data from other facilities—see Figure 2 for full details on the color table. The circle marks the
location and size of the coronagraphic spot used.
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MWC 275 HD 169142

HD 150193HD 144432

Non-Detection

Offset disk along minor 
axis due to scattering 

surface

Two face-on rings. 

Outer ring much redder 
than inner ring.

Weak Detection

Monnier et al. 2017
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Paper 2: Multiple Spiral Arms in Binary HD 34700 A
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In the next section, we will analyze these features more
quantitatively before carrying out radiative transfer modeling
on a physical model.

3.2. Analysis of HD34700A Ring and Spiral Structures

In Figure 6 we define some regions of the image for further
analysis. We first fitted an ellipse to the ridge structure around
the Qf ring seen in the combined J+H image of Figure 5. We
constrained the center of the ring to lie along the minor axis
direction, as expected for dust scattering off the surface of a
flared disk and which has been seen in other disks such as
MWC 275 (Monnier et al. 2017) and many T Tauri disks
(Avenhaus et al. 2018). The fitting procedure was as follows:
(1) Starting from the peak in the Qf map, we followed the local
maximum of the ring in both the clockwise and counter-
clockwise directions. (2) These (x, y) points were fitted to an
ellipse using the “least orthogonal distance” method as
implemented in the MPFITELLIPSE routine from the IDL
MPFIT library maintained by Craig Markwardt.12 We expect
the uncertainty in the final parameters to be dominated by
irregular structures in the ring and not the pixel-based noise,
such as photon noise or variations in imaging quality. To
account for this, we compiled the list of (x, y) points along the
ring, pruned the list to avoid spatial correlations between
neighboring points induced by the PSF, then we bootstrap-
sampled these points and re-fit for an ellipse many times. The
values reported as follows include errors from this procedure.

From this fit, we estimate a major axis of R=0 492±
0 012=175±5 au inclined at 41 .5 2 .3 with elongation
oriented along PA 69°.0±2°.3 east of north. The center of this

ellipse is shifted south by 0 051±0 006 from the measured
location of the central unresolved binary. These features
including the major and minor axis are marked in Figure 6
and will be used for creating radial plots. In addition, an
annular region within±25% of the best-fit ellipse has been
marked and will be used for azimuth profiles.
The peak of the Qf does not lie along the major axis of this

ellipse. Originally we thought this was due to dust density or
wall height variations around this somewhat-irregular ring.
However, radiative transfer modeling suggests that the peak
polarization is more diagnostic of the true position angle of the
inclined disk. We mark the angle of peak polarization on this
figure as well and note this angle agrees better with the position
angle separating positive/negative Uf regions in Figure 3.
In Figure 7 we show the radial profiles along the three axes

defined in Figure 6 of the Qf surface brightness at J and H
bands. One can see the flux from the “inner arc” appearing at
0 3 along the major axis, showing relatively larger flux levels
(>50%) at J band than H band compared to the rest of the ring.
The errors were calculated by bootstrap sampling of the eight
independent Stokes data cubes.
Next we want to analyze the intensity around the dominant

ring, identified as the inner wall of the dusty transition disk. For
this particular source, we were able to extract a crude estimate
of the actual total intensity of the circumstellar dust scattering
by subtracting a model of the instrument PSF, something
not normally possible to do with GPI data. Specifically, a
Moffat function was used to approximate the PSF by fitting
the total intensity image with the annular ring masked out.
We used the MPFIT2DPEAK function in the IDL MPFIT
library (also maintained by Craig Markwardt), defining our
Moffat function as = + + -( ) ( )I x y A A u, 1 A

0 1 7, where =u
¢ - + ¢ -(( ) ) (( ) ) )x A A y A A4 2

2
5 3

2 and ¢ ¢( )x y, is a reference

Figure 5. Combined J-band and H-band Qf maps shown using a color table
proportional to the square-root of absolute value of polarized intensity Qf. The
maps were smoothed by a Gaussian with FWHM 30 mas (2.1 pixels) to
improve SNR and to highlight low surface-brightness features outside the main
ring. The approximate location and size of the occulting spot is marked with a
black circle. East is left; north is up. Features marked here are discussed in
the text.

Figure 6. Geometric analysis of the HD34700A circumstellar dust ring. We
mark the axes used for radial and annular regions used in profiles cuts in later
figures. We fitted an ellipse to the bright ring, shown here as a dashed line.
From this fit, we estimate a major axis of R=0 49=175 au inclined at 42°,
with elongation oriented along PA 69° east of north. The center of this ellipse
(marked by asterisk) is shifted by 0 05 south of the measured location of the
central unresolved binary.

12 https://www.physics.wisc.edu/craigm/idl/fitting.html
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Monnier et al. 2019

Central Binary of two 
2 Msol stars

Spiral arms most likely not 
caused by gravitational 

instability

Previously classified as Debris Disk... 
Really a Transitional Disk
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Paper 3: Irregular dust features around intermediate-mass stars
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Spiral arms most likely 
not caused by 

Irregular structures around pre-main-sequence stars 11

Figure 3. Radial Stokes Q� images for our observed targets. North is up, East is left. The physical scales are the same as in
Figure 2. The dashed circle annotations mark all four companion candidates.

Irregular structures around pre-main-sequence stars 11

Figure 3. Radial Stokes Q� images for our observed targets. North is up, East is left. The physical scales are the same as in
Figure 2. The dashed circle annotations mark all four companion candidates.

Laws et al. 2019

• First AO images of  
MWC 789 

• Newly discovered 
companions 

• Complex Uφ structure 
suggesting multiple 
scatters

arxiv: 1911.04214
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What is a "Detection" of scattered light?
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What is a "Detection" of scattered light?
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What is a "Detection" of scattered light?

• ~38 of 44 targets detected some scattered light
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• Complete scattered light sample of 44 Herbig and T-Tarui disks at 
variety of evolutionary states. 

• Improvements to reducing polarization data from GPI. 
• Discovery of interesting disk features (spiral arms) around HD 34700 A 

(Monnier et al. 2019). 
• Irregular dust features around some of our sample targets along with  

strong Uφ flux (Laws et al. 2019). 
• Currently working on modeling the sample with MCRT code TORUS

Summary/Conclusion

https://sites.google.com/umich.edu/gemini-lights/

You can learn more by visiting our Website:

https://sites.google.com/umich.edu/gemini-lights/
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Gemini-LIGHTS: 
Entire Sample


